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Safe Harbor
Certain of the information contained herein, including intra-quarter operating information and number of confirmed cases of COVID-19, has been provided by our operators and we have not verified this information through an independent investigation or 
otherwise. We have no reason to believe that this information is inaccurate in any material respect, but we cannot assure you of its accuracy.

Forward-Looking Statements
This presentation includes forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended. These forward-looking statements include, 
among others, statements of expectations, beliefs, future plans and strategies, anticipated results from operations and developments and other matters that are not historical facts. Forward-looking statements include, among other things, statements 
regarding our and our officers’ intent, belief or expectation as identified by the use of words such as “may,” “will,” “project,” “expect,” “believe,” “intend,” “anticipate,” “seek,” “target,” “forecast,” “plan,” “potential,” “estimate,” “could,” “would,” “should” and 
other comparable and derivative terms or the negatives thereof.
Forward-looking statements are based on management’s beliefs as well as on a number of assumptions concerning future events. You should not put undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which are not a guarantee of performance and 
are subject to a number of uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual events or results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. You are urged to carefully review the disclosures we make 
concerning risks and uncertainties that may affect our business and future financial performance in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including those made in the “Risk Factors” section and “Management’s Discussion & Analysis of 
Financial Condition and Results of Operations” section of our most recently filed Annual Report on Form 10-K and Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q. We do not undertake a duty to update these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date 
on which they are made.
Certain factors that could affect our future results and our ability to achieve our stated goals include, but are not limited to: (a) the impact of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, including of the Delta or any other variant, on our revenue, level of profitability, 
liquidity and overall risk exposure and the implementation and impact of regulations related to the CARES Act and other stimulus legislation and any future COVID-19 relief measures; (b) our ability to achieve the anticipated benefits and synergies from 
the proposed acquisition of, and the risk of greater than expected costs or other difficulties related to the integration of, New Senior Investment Group Inc. (“New Senior” or “SNR”) (and the cost of capital to fund the acquisition and any debt paydown; (c) 
the proposed acquisition of New Senior may not be completed on the currently contemplated timeline or terms, or at all; (d) our exposure and the exposure of our tenants, borrowers and managers to complex healthcare and other regulation and the 
challenges and expense associated with complying with such regulation; (e) the potential for significant general and commercial claims, legal actions, regulatory proceedings or enforcement actions that could subject us or our tenants, borrowers or 
managers to increased operating costs and uninsured liabilities; (f) the impact of market and general economic conditions, including economic and financial market events, or events that affect consumer confidence, our occupancy rates and resident fee 
revenues, and the actual and perceived state of the real estate markets, labor markets and public capital markets; (g) our ability, and the ability of our tenants, borrowers and managers, to navigate the trends impacting our or their businesses and the 
industries in which we or they operate; (h) the risk of bankruptcy, insolvency or financial deterioration of our tenants, borrowers, managers and other obligors and our ability to foreclose successfully on the collateral securing our loans and other 
investments in the event of a borrower default; (i) our ability to identify and consummate future investments in or dispositions of healthcare assets and effectively manage our portfolio opportunities and our investments in co-investment vehicles; (j) our 
ability to attract and retain talented employees; (k) the limitations and significant requirements imposed upon our business as a result of our status as a REIT and the adverse consequences (including the possible loss of our status as a REIT) that would 
result if we are not able to comply; (l) the risk of changes in healthcare law or regulation or in tax laws, guidance and interpretations, particularly as applied to REITs, that could adversely affect us or our tenants, borrowers or managers; (m) increases in 
the Company’s borrowing costs as a result of becoming more leveraged or as a result of changes in interest rates and phasing out of LIBOR rates; (n) our reliance on third parties to operate a majority of our assets and our limited control and influence 
over such operations and results; (o) our dependency on a limited number of tenants and managers for a significant portion of our revenues and operating income; (p) the adequacy of insurance coverage provided by our policies and policies maintained 
by our tenants, managers or other counterparties; (q) the occurrence of cyber incidents that could disrupt our operations, result in the loss of confidential information or damage our business relationships and reputation; (r) the impact of merger, 
acquisition and investment activity in the healthcare industry or otherwise affecting our tenants, borrowers or managers; and (s) the risk of catastrophic or extreme weather and other natural events and the physical effects of climate change.

Participants in the Solicitation
Ventas, New Senior and their respective directors and certain of their executive officers and other employees may be deemed to be participants in the solicitation of proxies from New Senior’s stockholders in connection with the proposed acquisition. 
Information about New Senior’s directors and executive officers is set forth in New Senior’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020, which was filed with the SEC on February 25, 2021, and in its proxy statement on Schedule 
14A for the 2021 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which was filed with the SEC on April 12, 2021 and subsequent statements of beneficial ownership on file with the SEC. Information about Ventas’s directors and executive officers is set forth in Ventas’s 
Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020, which was filed with the SEC on February 23, 2021, and in its proxy statement on Schedule 14A for the 2021 Annual Meeting of Stockholders, which was filed with the SEC on April 13, 
2021 and subsequent statements of beneficial ownership on file with the SEC. Additional information regarding the persons who may, under the rules of the SEC, be deemed participants in the solicitation of New Senior’s stockholders in connection with 
the proposed acquisition, including a description of their direct or indirect interests, by security holdings or otherwise, is set forth in the registration statement on Form S-4 that was filed with the SEC and is not yet effective and the preliminary proxy 
statement/prospectus included therein, and will be set forth in the definitive proxy statement/prospectus and other relevant materials to be filed with the SEC if and when they become available.

Additional Information and Where to Find It
In connection with the proposed acquisition, on July 26, 2021, Ventas filed with the SEC a registration statement on Form S-4 that includes a preliminary prospectus for the Ventas common stock that will be issued in the proposed acquisition and that also 
constitutes a preliminary proxy statement for a special meeting of New Senior’s stockholders to approve the proposed acquisition. The registration statement is not yet effective, and the information in the preliminary proxy statement/prospectus is not 
complete and may be changed. Each of New Senior and Ventas also intends to file other relevant documents with the SEC regarding the proposed acquisition, including the definitive proxy statement/prospectus. This communication is not a substitute for 
the registration statement, the preliminary proxy statement/prospectus, the definitive proxy statement/prospectus (if and when available) or any other document that New Senior or Ventas may file with the SEC with respect to the proposed acquisition. The 
definitive proxy statement/prospectus (if and when available) will be mailed to New Senior’s stockholders. INVESTORS AND SECURITY HOLDERS ARE URGED TO READ THE REGISTRATION STATEMENT, THE PRELIMINARY PROXY 
STATEMENT/PROSPECTUS, THE DEFINITIVE PROXY STATEMENT/PROSPECTUS (IF AND WHEN AVAILABLE), ANY AMENDMENTS OR SUPPLEMENTS TO THOSE DOCUMENTS AND ANY OTHER RELEVANT DOCUMENTS THAT MAY BE 
FILED WITH THE SEC CAREFULLY AND IN THEIR ENTIRETY IF AND WHEN THEY BECOME AVAILABLE BECAUSE THEY CONTAIN OR WILL CONTAIN IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT NEW SENIOR, VENTAS AND THE PROPOSED 
ACQUISITION.
Investors and security holders will be able to obtain copies of these materials (if and when they are available), and other documents containing important information about New Senior, Ventas and the proposed acquisition, once such documents are filed 
with the SEC free of charge through the website maintained by the SEC at www.sec.gov. Copies of documents filed with the SEC by New Senior will be made available free of charge on New Senior’s investor relations website at ir.newseniorinv.com. 
Copies of documents filed with the SEC by Ventas will be made available free of charge on Ventas’s investor relations website at ir.ventasreit.com.

No Offer or Solicitation
This communication is not intended to and shall not constitute an offer to buy or sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any securities, or a solicitation of any vote or approval, nor shall there be any offer, solicitation or sale of securities in any 
jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of any such jurisdiction. No offer of securities shall be made in the United States absent registration under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or pursuant to an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, such registration requirements.

Non GAAP Presentation
This presentation includes certain financial performance measures not defined by generally accepted accounting principles in the Unites States (“GAAP”). You can find a reconciliation of these non-GAAP financial measures in our Supplemental, which is 
available on our website at https://ir.ventasreit.com/ com/. We believe such measures provide investors with additional information concerning our operating performance and a basis to compare our performance with the performance of other Real Estate 
Investment Trusts (“REITs”). Our definitions and calculations of these non-GAAP measures may not be the same as similar measures reported by other REITs. These non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered as alter natives to net income 
attributable to common stockholders (determined in accordance with GAAP) as indicators of our financial performance or as alternatives to cash flow from operating activities (determined in accordance with GAAP) as measures of our liquidity, nor are 
these measures necessarily indicative of sufficient cash flow to fund all of our needs.
Readers are cautioned to refer to the Company’s periodic filings furnished to or filed with the SEC, including its Annual Report on Form 10-K, Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and Current Reports on Form 8-K, which are prepared in accordance with 
GAAP. The information contained herein should be reviewed in conjunction with such filings.
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Second Quarter & Recent Highlights

Second Quarter Highlights

 Strong second quarter results, driven by outstanding 
sequential occupancy and organic NOI improvement in 
SHOP, Office growth and consistent & solid performance in 
the NNN business

 SHOP has delivered 5 consecutive months of growth in 
occupancy and leads with June move-ins and July leads 
representing the highest levels since the pandemic’s onset

 Ventas announced an agreement to acquire New Senior 
Investment Group (“New Senior” or “SNR”) in an all-stock 
transaction valued at ~$2.3B, including $1.5B of New Senior 
debt; the New Senior portfolio includes over 100 IL 
communities

1. This is a non-GAAP financial measure. Refer to the Non-GAAP Financial Measures Reconciliation tables at the end of our second quarter 2021 supplemental for additional information and a reconciliation to the most directly comparable GAAP measure; 2. SHOP
Same-Store Cash NOI includes grants totaling $13.3 million received in 1Q21 under the Provider Relief Fund administered by the Department of Health and Human Services (the “HHS Grants”). The HHS Grants are recorded as a contra expense within SHOP operating
expenses. 

Actual per Share

Net Income (Loss) Attributable to Common 
Stockholders

$0.23

Nareit FFO Attributable to Common 
Stockholders (“Nareit FFO”)1

$0.78

Normalized FFO Attributable to Common 
Stockholders (“Normalized FFO”)1

$0.73

Same-Store Property Results (2Q21 vs. 1Q21) 

 2Q21 Sequential Same-Store Cash NOI: Increased 3.1%, or 3.6% excluding 
the impact of HHS Grants received in 1Q21 and a $12M cash lease termination 
fee received in the Life Science, R&I portfolio in 2Q21

 2Q21 SHOP Sequential Same-Store Cash NOI: 

o SHOP NOI totaled $111M in 2Q21; same-store cash NOI in 2Q21 increased 
$50M on an annualized basis compared to 1Q21 excl. HHS Grants received 
in 1Q21

o +12.6% excluding the impact of HHS Grants received in 1Q21; including the 
HHS Grants, decreased 0.7%2

 2Q21 Other Same-Store Cash NOI: NNN sequential same-store cash NOI was 
stable in 2Q21; Office sequential same-store cash NOI grew 10.5% with the Life 
Science, R&I portfolio benefitting from a $12M cash fee received in 2Q21; Office 
same-store cash NOI grew 0.9% excluding this fee

“Senior housing is entering a period of highly favorable 
conditions as occupancy rebounds and supply demand 
fundamentals improve. In the face of renewed macro 
clinical uncertainty, we remain optimistic with all our SHOP 
communities benefitting from extremely high COVID-19 
vaccination rates among our residents and staff.”

Debra A. Cafaro, Chairman & CEO, 2Q21 Earnings 
Release

Latest SHOP Operating Trends

 Leading Indicators: Leading indicators and demand showed continued strength 
in July

o Leads were 105% of their pre-COVID-19 same period 2019 level at over 
21,000, a new high; move-ins and move-outs were 112% and 85%, 
respectively, of their pre-COVID-19 same period 2019 levels

o Move-ins have exceeded 2,000 for three consecutive months

 Occupancy: SHOP portfolio reported 74 bps of approximate spot occupancy 
increase from June 30 through July 31, 2021, with the U.S. growing 84 bps and 
Canada growth improving to 47 bps in the month

 Clinical Trends: SHOP communities continue to experience de minimis 
confirmed resident cases of COVID-19, with high vaccination rates among 
residents and staff members
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Third Quarter 2021 Guidance1

3Q21 Guidance

Per Share Low High

Net Income (Loss) Attributable to 
Common Stockholders $0.00 - $0.05

Nareit FFO2 $0.61 - $0.65

Normalized FFO2 $0.70 - $0.74

1. The Company’s guidance constitutes forward-looking statements within the meaning of the federal securities laws and is based on a number of assumptions that are subject to change and many of which are outside the control of the Company. Actual results may 
differ materially from the Company's expectations depending on factors discussed herein and in the Company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission; 2. This is a non-GAAP financial measure. Refer to the Non-GAAP Financial Measures Reconciliation 
tables in our second quarter 2021 supplemental for additional information and a reconciliation to the most directly comparable GAAP measure.

Norm. FFO / Sh. Bridge: 2Q21 Actual to 3Q21 
Guidance Midpoint

Increase / (Decrease) to 
Normalized FFO/sh. 

2Q21 Normalized FFO2 $0.73

Ardent Activities $0.02

Equity Raised and Recent Dispositions ($0.02)

NOI from Properties Intended for 
Disposition

($0.01)

3Q21 Normalized FFO2 Guidance 
Midpoint

$0.72

Assumes no material changes in the impact of COVID-19 on our business. The trajectory and future impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, including the impact of the Delta or 
any other variant, remain highly uncertain and may change rapidly. The extent of the pandemic’s continuing and ultimate effect on our operational and financial 

performance will depend on a variety of factors, including the speed at which vaccines and other clinical treatments are successfully developed and deployed. Significant 
changes or impacts of the pandemic are excluded from our guidance. 

3Q21 Key Sequential Same-Store SHOP Assumptions

Occupancy 
Change

150 to 250 bps approximate spot occupancy increase 
from June 30, 2021 to September 30, 2021 

Average quarterly occupancy growth in 3Q21 higher than 
average quarterly occupancy growth in 2Q21 

NOI

Benefit of occupancy will generate revenue growth, 
approximately offset with increasing operating costs due 

to an additional day in the quarter, higher occupancy, 
labor, routine seasonal items, and potential COVID-19 

related expenditures

HHS Grants Assumes no HHS Grants in Senior Housing in 3Q21

Other Key Assumptions

 Stable performance in Office & NNN
 Fully diluted share count of 383M shares reflecting equity raised in July

 3Q21 guidance excludes any contribution or impact from our pending 
acquisition of New Senior, which is expected to close in 2H21

 ~$1B dispositions in 2021 principally in senior housing and MOB with 
proceeds used to reduce near term indebtedness and fund development

 Net benefit in 3Q21 compared to 2Q21 of $0.02 from “Ardent Activities”,
i.e. recognition in 3Q21 of the receipt by Ventas of a $15M prepayment fee in 
connection with Ardent’s redemption of the Ardent 2026 Senior Notes, net of 
$7M (at Ventas’s share) of HHS Grants recognized by Ardent in 2Q21



Senior Housing
Business Update
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Clinical conditions remain favorable; high vaccination rates in VTR 
communities
 Nearly all residents in SHOP are fully vaccinated; leading operators like Atria and 

Sunrise have adopted employee vaccine mandates and currently almost all of their 
employees have been vaccinated

 July averaged less than two new confirmed COVID-19 resident cases per day

 Operators have expanded overall resident offerings & activities while 
maintaining effective safety protocols, including masks, temperature checks 
and health surveys for employees and visitors

SHOP Clinical Update (as of 08/04)

1. Reflects case data for all SHOP total owned assets, incl. HFS (431 of 439 assets); VTR COVID case data as of 8/04/21; 2. Case data as of 8/04/21; Reflects John’s Hopkins COVID database used for confirmed data; 3. U.S. 
vaccination data sourced from public health websites; 4. CDC.gov

U.S. 1st Vaccine Clinics Complete Canada Passes 75% Communities Vaccinated Cases in VTR communities remain at all-time lows as cases spike in the U.S. and Canada

1 3

1 2 3

VTR U.S. & Canada SHOP New Resident Cases (14-day average)1

General U.S. Population Confirmed Cases & Deaths (14-day average)2,3,4

General U.S. population cases have started to increase 
while deaths are at all-time lows
 More than 80% of U.S. senior 65+ and 88% of Canadian Seniors 70+ 

are fully vaccinated; Majority of recent cases are under the age of 50

 Less than <0.01% of U.S. COVID deaths are breakthrough cases 
reported to the CDC

CDC Director calls current 
spike, “Pandemic of the 

unvaccinated”

99.8% of VTR SHOP 
communities open for move-ins

2
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(30bps)
(18bps)

(15bps) (2bps)
+33bps

SHOP Occupancy Trends – 434 2Q21 SS SEQ Assets1,2

SHOP (U.S. + Canada) SHOP – U.S.

Key CommentarySHOP – Canada

Note: Sequential monthly approximate spot occupancy growth (month-end to month-end) may not total due to rounding.
1. Occupancy based on 2Q21 sequential same-store pool of 434 SHOP assets; 2. Approximate spot occupancy (month-end to month-end) reflects per unit basis.

(26bps) +57bps
+69bps

+68bps

+92bps

(25bps) +87bps

+102bps

+96bps

+115bps

• 2Q21 SHOP spot occupancy increased +229bps from March 
31, 2021 to June 30, 2021 and +424bps from the pandemic 
low in mid-March to July 31, 2021

• 2Q21’s SHOP spot occupancy increase of +229bps trended 
toward the high end of the previously communicated guidance 
range of 150bps – 250bps increase for the quarter

• Strong U.S. sales trends were driven in part by increased lead 
volumes, where leads as a percentage of 2019 levels 
exceeded 100% for each month in 2Q21

+424 bps from pandemic 
low in mid March to July 31, 2021

+229 bps in 2Q
+74bps

+84bps

+47bps
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Dec20 Jan21 Feb21 Mar21 Apr21 May21 Jun21 Jul21
Leads 13,066 15,729 16,313 19,209 18,644 18,837 19,661 21,321
Move-Ins 1,228 1,275 1,433 1,907 1,931 2,025 2,074 2,017
Move-Outs 1,800 1,953 1,631 1,619 1,572 1,700 1,585 1,589
Net Move-Ins (571) (679) (198) 288 359 325 489 428
Conversion Rate 9.4% 8.1% 8.8% 9.9% 10.4% 10.8% 10.5% 9.5%

SHOP Leading Indicator Trends (as of 7/31)1

Leads as % of 2019 Move-Ins as % of 2019 Move-Outs as % of 2019

Favorable trends across leading indicators

1. Reflects data for Q2 2021 431 of 434 sequential same-store SHOP assets.

+20% 
since Dec20

+40%
since Dec20

(19%) 
since Dec20

Leads at highest absolute number since 
the onset of the pandemic

Leads remain at elevated 
levels as a % of 2019 since 
the onset of the pandemic

Move-ins as a % of 
2019 at all-time highs 
since the onset of the 

pandemic



Senior Housing
Strategic Priorities
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Core
Strategic 
Priorities

Deep 
Capabilities 
and Expertise

Strategic Approach to Senior Housing Value Creation

Key Senior 
Housing 
Objectives

Highly effective strategy to drive portfolio actions and optimize the right 
combination of markets, operators and assets

Right Markets Right Operators Right Assets

Advanced 
Market 
Selection

Comprehensive 
Operating 
Alignment

Active 
Asset 
Assessment

Leading analytics capabilities leveraging latest 
data science methodologies

Best-in-class reporting 
and monitoring

Proprietary real-time data with 
onsite diligence

Data Driven Insights & Execution

In-House Operating Expertise
Extensive Senior Housing direct operating experience, spanning U.S. & international business management, 

operational & strategic oversight and financial analytics
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Leading Senior Housing Operating Portfolio

Well-Positioned in Attractive U.S. and Canadian MarketsComprehensive Operating Partner Alignment

Sunrise Senior Living

Holiday Retirement

Atria Senior Living

Leading Senior Housing portfolio supported by strong operator relationships and attractive market footprint

• Highly personalized full-
service assisted living & 
memory care

• $22K NOI / unit1

• ~80 units / building

• Social assisted living 
model through multi-
brand strategy

• $18K NOI / unit1

• ~120 units / building

• Mid-tier independent 
living

• $12K NOI / unit1

• ~120 units / building

Sunrise of Cuyahoga Falls
Akron, OH

Atria of Roslyn Harbor
New York, NY

Holiday Birch Heights
Derry, NH

Higher Acuity –
Assisted 
Living & 

Memory Care 

Lower Acuity –
Independent 

Living

1. Sunrise, Atria and LGM NOI per unit reflects annualized 4Q 2019 Cash NOI per available unit included in the owned portfolio for the same period for the relevant operator and Holiday NOI per unit reflects 2Q 2021 TTM NOI per available 
unit given operator transition to SHOP in April 2020; 2. Construction data provided by NIC, reflects senior housing properties under construction within three or seven miles of VTR assets, depending on MSA total population density.  NIC 
provides construction data for NIC’s top 140 U.S. markets; 3. Three mile median household income and median home value provided by Claritas; 4. Seven mile 75+ Population Growth from 2021 to 2026 provided by Claritas; 5. Source 
“Cushman & Wakefield Seniors Housing Industry Overview – Canada”, January 2021; 6. Population data provided by Claritas and reflects projected population growth from 2020 – 2025 based on five mile radius.

Le Groupe Maurice 
(“LGM”)
• Active adult, high amenity 

independent living
• $12K NOI / unit1

• ~290 units / building Ékla
Quebec City, Quebec

U.S. – VTR SHOP & NNN Markets

Canada

8.7%
9.7% 9.7%

7.0% 6.7%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

6.1% 6.2% 6.4%
5.5%

4.7%

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Construction as a % of Inventory –
VTR SHOP & NNN Markets2

Construction as a % of Inventory –
Canada Sector5

• Deliveries and starts in VTR 
markets have decelerated 
faster than NIC industry 
average

• Median household income 
and home values in VTR 
markets in excess of U.S. 
national averages3

• 75+ senior population growth 
in VTR markets projected to 
exceed national average4

• Decline in construction levels 
relative to inventory in recent 
years for Canadian Senior 
Housing sector

• Canadian Senior Housing 
sector occupancy has 
exceeded 90% from 2010-
20205

• 75+ senior population in 
Canada VTR SHOP markets 
projected to grow 22.4% from 
2020-2025 (~2x the rate in the 
U.S.)6
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Continued Execution of Value-Centric Senior Housing Strategy

Acquisitions DispositionsTransitionsDevelopments Redevelopments

Variety of actions to enhance Senior Housing portfolio and drive value creation

Recent 
Proof 
Points

Key 
Impacts 

from Proof
Points

Go-
Forward
Strategy

Operational expertise supports optimizing markets, operators and assets and driving NOI growth

Holiday Valencia Commons
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Holiday Orchid Terrace (SNR)
St. Louis, MO

LGM VAST
Sainte-Julie, Quebec

Atria Merrimack
Newburyport, MA

Entered into an agreement 
to acquire New Senior’s 
high quality 103 private 
pay communities 

Sale of smaller scale, 
non-strategic assets 
primarily in NNN, at 
attractive multiples

Transitioned 26 Holiday 
communities in April 
2020 to SHOP from NNN

Opened 375+ unit VAST 
building in December 
2020 with rapid lease-up

Expanded Merrimack 
capacity by ~50 units 
with physical upgrades

Expected 6% cap rate on 
expected 2022 SNR NOI 
with SHOP margin 
accretion1

Dispositions of low 
coverage and low margin 
assets accretive to NNN 
and SHOP respectively

~40% NOI margin and 
~120 units per building 
accretive to SHOP3

90% occupancy and 
~50% margin in 2Q21 
benefits total SHOP

Maintained ~40% margin 
post expansion despite 
COVID2

Rigorous investment 
process to identify 
acquisition opportunities 
at attractive pricing

Objective asset reviews & 
active sourcing processes, 
with several portfolios in 
advanced discussions

Leverage industry expertise 
to align operators and 
business models; several 
active transition dialogues

Actively funding key 
projects with high quality 
operators in strong 
markets and identifying 
new sites

Comprehensive capital 
planning to drive multi-
year $30M+ strategic 
spend program4

1. Terms reflective of June 28, 2021 business update; 2. Atria Merrimack NOI margin reflects 2Q21 TTM basis; 3. Holiday NOI margin reflects 2Q21 TTM basis; 4. Spend subject to change and reflects total program target over multi-year 
period.

20 Assets, Multiple Portfolios
Last 12 Months



Portfolio Overview &
Capital Allocation
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Ventas’s Portfolio: The Power of Diversification

 Medical Office

 Life Science, R&I

 8%

 26%
 Senior
 Housing
 Operating

 18% 1%

 4%

 Skilled Nursing

 Health Systems

 10%

 IRFs and LTACs

 Loans 1%

 

International Hospitals

Q2 2021 Portfolio1

 9%

 23%

 Senior 
 Housing

 (NNN)

1. Reflects portfolio concentration based on Annualized Adjusted NOI, which represents an annualized result of a period’s Reported Segment NOI excluding (i) Reported Segment NOI not attributable to owned real estate or loan investments, (ii) Reported Segment NOI 
related to the non-controlling interest of consolidated real estate entities and (iii) the annualizing impact of certain non-recurring or out-of-period items, and including (x) the effects of transactions and events that were completed during the period, as if the transaction or 
event had been consummated at the beginning of the relevant period, (y) the expected leased-up impact of recently completed developments and (z) Ventas’s share of Annualized Adjusted NOI related to nonconsolidated real estate entities.

$1.7B 
Ann. Adj. 

NOI

“We subscribe to the benefits of 
diversification. It has served us 

incredibly well over the years and 
particularly over the last year.”

Debra A. Cafaro, 1Q21 Earnings Call

“The most important embedded 
upside that we have in the 

company is recapturing and 
exceeding prior levels of [senior 

housing] NOI.”

Debra A. Cafaro, 1Q21 Earnings Call

“Our pipeline of potential 
investments across our asset 

classes is active and growing, and 
we are on our front foot from an 

external growth standpoint.”

Debra A. Cafaro, 1Q21 Earnings Call

ADVANTAGED
DIVERSIFICATION

POWERFUL SENIOR 
HOUSING UPSIDE

ACTIVE ACROSS 
VERTICALS

 Powerful upside from high quality Senior Housing portfolio
benefiting from favorable demographically driven demand 
and supply dynamics 

 Successful Life Science, R&I portfolio continues to expand 
via both acquisitions and development, while continuing to 
align with top-tier institutions and in top cluster markets

 Strong Healthcare NNN portfolio provided valuable 
diversification during the pandemic and confirmed primacy of 
Hospitals in healthcare delivery

 Leading Medical Office portfolio is in on-campus locations 
and is affiliated with high quality health systems and tenants

 Transaction capabilities are a core competency at Ventas; 
proven team, relationships and processes
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~$1B$1.1B$2.6B

Advantaged Investment Capabilities

 $-

 $1.0

 $2.0

 $3.0

 $4.0

 $5.0

 $6.0

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Average 
2012-2020

Strong Track Record of External Investment

Historical Acquisition Volume
Experienced investments team, broad relationships and processes with 

long track record of significant external growth

Our Leading Portfolio Provides Significant Opportunity for Growth1

Medical Office

325 Buildings
$374M / 23% 

Annualized Adjusted 
NOI

Life Science, 
Research & 
Innovation

42 Centers
$159M / 10% 

Annualized Adjusted 
NOI

Senior Housing

737 Communities
$735M / 44% 

Annualized Adjusted 
NOI

Healthcare NNN

66 Assets
$314M / 19% 

Annualized Adjusted 
NOI

Loans

$70M / 4% 
Annualized Adjusted 

NOI

1. As of 06/30/2021; reflects portfolio concentration based on Annualized Adjusted NOI, which represents an annualized result of a period’s Reported Segment NOI excluding (i) Reported Segment NOI not attributable to owned real estate or loan investments, (ii) 
Reported Segment NOI related to the non-controlling interest of consolidated real estate entities and (iii) the annualizing impact of certain non-recurring or out-of-period items, and including (x) the effects of transactions and events that were completed during the period, 
as if the transaction or event had been consummated at the beginning of the relevant period, (y) the expected leased-up impact of recently completed developments and (z) Ventas’s share of Annualized Adjusted NOI related to nonconsolidated real estate entities. 2. 
There is no assurance that our acquisition of New Senior will occur in 2021 or at all.

Total 2021 investments 
completed or 
announced to date

Ongoing development 
principally in Life Science, 
R&I and Canadian senior 
housing markets

Forward pipeline of Life 
Science, R&I projects

2021
YTD

Includes New 
Senior2
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$2.3B All Stock Acquisition of New Senior Investment Group
Positions Ventas to further capture powerful senior housing upside at market inflection point

Transaction 
Overview

All-stock acquisition by Ventas of New Senior; New Senior shareholders to receive 0.1561 shares of newly issued Ventas stock per share 
of New Senior stock

Transaction value of approximately $2.3 billion, including $1.5 billion of New Senior debt

Valuation represents approximately $9.10 per New Senior share, a 31% premium based on New Senior’s 30-day trading average, and a
10% premium on New Senior’s enterprise value, based on Ventas’s closing price on June 25, 2021

Valuation and 
Accretion

Transaction valuation is expected to represent approximately a 6% capitalization rate on expected New Senior 2022 NOI and is expected to 
be approximately $0.09 to $0.11 accretive to Ventas’s normalized FFO per share on a full year basis

Ventas expects to assume certain existing New Senior mortgage debt and fund the repayment of any debt not assumed through other 
capital sources

Superior Quality, 
High Performing 

Portfolio 

High quality independent living portfolio: 103 private pay senior living 
communities (102 IL; 1 CCRC) totaling 12,404 units 

 Located in advantaged submarkets with compelling metrics: median home value 
>$300K, median income > $70K, proximity to premium retail locations, and 
favorable supply trends

 Strong historic performance with positive recent trends

 2Q21 revenue per occupied room of $2,739 and TTM NOI margin of 37%

 Well invested, purpose-built properties with attractive physical characteristics 
including large, well-designed floorplans and spacious units, appealing to the 
independent living demographic

 Principally operated by Holiday Retirement and Atria Senior Living, two 
longstanding Ventas operators

 Geographically diversified across 36 different states

 2Q21 New Senior same-store spot to spot occupancy growth of +150 bps with July 
expected to be at +80 bps

Timing & Approvals
Expected to close in 2H 2021

Transaction is subject to customary closing conditions, including approval 
by the common shareholders of New Senior

Sources & Uses

($B)

Ventas Equity to SNR 
Shareholders $0.8

Assumption or Refinancing 
of Debt $1.2

VTR ATM Equity Raised1 $0.3

Total Sources $2.3

SNR Equity Value @ $9.10/sh. $0.8

SNR Debt $1.5

Transaction Costs and Other $0.05

Total Uses $2.3

Transaction expected to be 30 bps levering on 
expected 2022 SNR NOI

1. Represents $300 million in gross proceeds raised by Ventas under its “at the market” equity offering program, totaling 5.2 million shares of common stock sold at an average gross price of ~$58.60 per share 
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New Senior Transaction Benefits and Strategic Rationale

Enhances Ventas’s senior housing position at a cyclical inflection point in advance of the expected powerful senior housing industry 
recovery 

 Transaction significantly expands Ventas’s participation in robust senior housing recovery

 With resilient demand from a rapidly growing population of seniors, new construction at cyclical lows and the beginning of a rebound from the COVID-19 pandemic, 
we believe that IL senior housing is poised for strong growth

Adds a superior quality, high performing portfolio to Ventas that is well located in advantaged markets 

 Located in highly attractive submarkets with compelling metrics; well invested purpose-built properties with attractive physical plants

 Favorable operating margins approximating 40% pre-pandemic that benefit from IL staffing model with minimal need for care and a resident length of stay of ~3 
years

Expands Ventas’s exposure to independent living in the U.S., catering to a large and growing middle market

 Demographic and new supply trends in IL expected to support strong and accelerating positive net absorption over intermediate term

 Complementary to Ventas’s high end major market senior housing portfolio, IL expands the addressable market by appealing to the large and growing middle 
income population

Builds on existing relationships with leading operators; adds new operators

 65 IL communities under terminable management contracts with longstanding Ventas manager Holiday

 21 IL communities under long term management contracts with longstanding Ventas leading operator Atria

 16 IL communities under management contracts with other managers including Grace, Merrill Gardens, Hawthorn & Watermark

Attractive valuation & financial returns
 Transaction valuation expected to represent ~6% cap rate on expected New Senior 2022 NOI and an ~8% cap rate on New Senior NOI over time, incorporating 

attractive medium term supply demand fundamentals in IL

 Implies a 20 – 30% discount to estimated replacement cost on a per unit basis

 Ventas expects to realize $16 - $18M in annualized corporate G&A synergies commencing in 2022

 Transaction price represents a multiple of <12x estimated 2022 New Senior normalized FFO per share including expected synergies

 Ventas expects to make revenue generating capital investments for additional value add opportunities

 Ventas expects to assume certain existing New Senior mortgage debt and fund the repayment of any debt not assumed through other capital sources, including the 
completed ATM issuance

1

2

3

4

5
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One uCity
Square

Arizona State University
Delivered: 4Q20

Embedded Growth Through Life Science, R&I and SHOP Development 
Deliveries

Life Science, 
R&I 227K SF 353K SF 850K SF

SHOP 287 Units 291 Units 336 Units

LGM Elogia II
Delivered: 2Q21

Projected
Project 
Delivery

2020 - 2021 2022 2023

University of Pittsburgh

LGM Cornelius

Drexel 
University 
College of 
Nursing & 
Health 
Professions

LGM Liz

$1B in the 
near-term Life 
Science, R&I 
development 
pipeline
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Expanding Differentiated Canadian Senior Housing Footprint with 
Le Groupe Maurice (LGM)

Differentiated LGM Business Model Strong Demand for LGM Product

 Successful track record of development, with average preleasing 
exceeding 60% due to unique brand and business model

 Opened Elogia II, a new, 287-unit development on June 1st in 
Montreal, which has already reached 50% occupancy as of July 
31st; property was developed adjacent to an existing 289-unit LGM 
property; state-of-the-art amenities include beautiful gardens, fitness 
facilities, a movie theatre, a light therapy room, an indoor swimming 
pool, an expansive rooftop and a panoramic lounge with views of the 
Montreal’s skyline

 Two projects opened in 4Q20 continue to enjoy robust demand 
and are currently 94% occupied 

 Two development projects underway totaling ~$200M in project 
costs (627 units) with additional sites in the predevelopment stage

VAST – 378 units
Sainte-Julie, Quebec  

Opened Dec. 2020

 LGM is a best-in-class operator & developer and benefits from a 
well-coordinated public health response in Canada

 Ventas invested in Le Groupe Maurice in June 2019 and acquired 
exclusive rights to its future development pipeline

 Unique product type offers top-tier amenities and an outstanding 
lifestyle for seniors, with a la carte services, active adult options 
and apartment-like units resulting in longer length of stay 

 Quebec offers a large, thriving senior housing market with a high 
penetration rate of 18% and attractive senior population growth

 The LGM portfolio1 has shown remarkable consistency through the 
pandemic, with approximate spot occupancy of 93.9% as of July 
31, 2021

1. Reflects 28 stabilized assets + 3 assets opened in 2019.

Elogia II  – 287 units
Montreal, Quebec  
Opened Jun. 2021
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 Montreal, QC
 336 Units
 >6% projected 

stable cash 
yield

Construction Start: Dec 2020 
Expected Opening: 2023 

Cost: $113M

Le Groupe Maurice Projects Recently Delivered & Under Construction

LGM - Cornelius LGM - LIZ

 Montreal, QC
 291 Units
 >6% projected 

stable cash 
yield

Construction Start: May 2019
Expected Opening: 2022

Cost: $95M

 Montreal, QC
 Occupancy: 

~50%, driven 
by pre-leasing

 287 
apartments, 
retail

 >6% projected 
stable cash 
yieldOpened: Jun 2021

Cost: $84M

LGM – Elogia II

“Le Groupe Maurice works to 
improve the quality of life for 
retirees across Quebec by 
designing, developing and 
managing new residential 

solutions that promote inspired 
living, freedom, and happiness for 
today’s seniors as well for future 

generations.”

- Le Groupe Maurice

LGM - IVVI LGM - VAST

 Montreal, QC
 378 Units
 >90% occupied
 >6% projected 

stable cash 
yield

Opened: December 2020
Cost: $72M

 Montreal, QC
 399 Units
 >90% occupied
 >6% projected 

stable cash 
yield

Opened: October 2020
Cost: $73M
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Ventas’s Life Science, R&I Portfolio

Ventas now owns or has 
investments in an over 9M sq. 
ft. Life Science, R&I portfolio, 
including developments 
underway:

 Residing on the campuses of >16 
top-tier research universities
collectively ranking in the top 5% of 
all NIH funding and conducting over 
10% of all university life science 
research and development in the 
United States

 Including a presence in three of the 
top five life science clusters: San 
Francisco, CA, Cambridge, MA and 
Maryland-DC 

 Containing 42 operating 
properties and spanning 8M sq. ft.

 Including three in-progress 
developments, consisting of over 
1M additional sq. ft.

 Active ~$1B pipeline of 
development opportunities with 
leading research universities 

Top 5 Life Science Clusters
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Top Tier University Partners

 Percentile of 2019 NIH Funding1

>99th

Substantially all Ventas university partners above 95th percentile 
of NIH funded institutions

97th-98th

95th-96th

Credit rating

1. 2019 NIH funding, by institution (ranking of ~2,800 awardee institutions including universities, nonprofits, and corporations); endowment per university public reporting.

Size of Endowment ($1.5B)

Pe
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94%

A3

100%

96%

A2

92%

AaaAa3 Aa2

90%

Aa1

98%

A1

UPennPitt

Duke

Wash U Yale
Miami

NC State

VCU

Drexel ASU Brown

WFU

Maryland

Penn State

Johns Hopkins

Above 90th Percentile
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University of Pittsburgh

 Over 85% leased or under LOI 
including ASU 

 ~7.7% projected stable cash yield

 Developed in a JV with GIC

227K SF
Construction Start: Dec 2018

Open: 4Q20
Cost: $78M ($343 PSF)

 70% preleased to University of 
Pittsburgh and UPMC

 ~7% projected stable cash yield

 Being developed in a JV with GIC

353K SF
Construction Start: May 2019

Expected Opening: 2022
Cost: $277M ($785 PSF)

Life Science, R&I Projects Recently Delivered & Under Construction

Arizona State University (Recently Delivered)

 100% leased to Drexel University 
College of Nursing and Health 
Professions and Drexel College of 
Medicine

 ~7% projected stable cash yield

 Being developed in a JV with GIC

450K SF
Construction Start: Sep 2019

Expected Opening: 2023
Cost: $295M ($656 PSF)

 Over 55% leased or under LOI

 Showing strong preleasing activity

 ~7% projected stable cash yield

 Being developed in a JV with GIC

400K SF
Construction Start: Jun 2019

Expected Opening: 2023 
Cost: $284M ($711 PSF)

Drexel University College of Nursing One uCity Square
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Approximately $1B Attractive Life Science, R&I Development Opportunities 
with Leading Research Universities

ACTIVE POTENTIAL 
OPPORTUNITY #1

ACTIVE POTENTIAL 
OPPORTUNITY #2

ACTIVE POTENTIAL 
OPPORTUNITY #3

Relationship New New Existing

Market + Relationship Major research university 
located on the West Coast

Major research university 
located on the West Coast

Major health system & university 
collaboration

Principal Space Use Lab Lab Academic / Office / Research

Size (sq. ft.) ~500K sq. ft. ~350K sq. ft. ~500K sq. ft.

Development Budget $0.5B $0.3B $0.2B

Est. Stable Cash Yield 6.5% - 7.0% 6.5% - 7.0% 6.0% - 7.0%

Pre-Leasing Lab space: ~60% Significant Significant

Est. Construction Start 2022 2022 2022

Est. Construction 
Completion 2024 2024 2024

Percentile of NIH Funding At or above 95th percentile At or above 95th percentile At or above 95th percentile
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Ventas’s Successful Investment in Ardent Health Services

 $152M

 Skilled
 Nursing 

 Health 
 Systems

 $22M

 IRFs and
 LTACs

 $15M
International 
Hospitals

 $125M

HC NNN generates over $300M of 
Annualized Adjusted NOI and 
represents 19% of VTR total

Q2 2021 Healthcare NNN
Annualized Adjusted NOI1

 $1.4B investment in Ardent real estate is currently yielding over 9% with strong 3.6x cash 
flow coverage
o Generates over $125M of annualized NOI

 10% equity interest in Ardent, in partnership with Equity Group Investments, and Ventas’s 
prior investment of $200M of Ardent 2026 Senior Notes (defined below), continue to 
provide significant benefits to the Company
o In 2Q21, Ventas benefitted from Ardent’s strong performance and recognition of HHS 

Grants of ~$7M at Ventas’s share
o In July 2021, Ardent redeemed Ventas’s investment in $200M of 9.75% senior notes 

due 2026 (the “Ardent 2026 Senior Notes”) in connection with Ardent’s successful 
offering of newly issued senior notes at a coupon of 5.75%

 In addition to repayment of principal in full, Ventas received $15M in 
prepayment premium as required by the Ardent 2026 Senior Notes

 The redemption, including the prepayment premium, will be recognized in 
3Q21

 Ventas’s investment yielded a 13% unlevered IRR

Ardent continues to deliver strong performance as an industry-leading 
owner and operator of 30 hospitals in six states

1. Reflects portfolio concentration based on Annualized Adjusted NOI, which represents an annualized result of a period’s Reported Segment NOI excluding (i) Reported Segment NOI not attributable to owned real estate or loan investments, (ii) Reported Segment NOI 
related to the non-controlling interest of consolidated real estate entities and (iii) the annualizing impact of certain non-recurring or out-of-period items, and including (x) the effects of transactions and events that were completed during the period, as if the transaction or 
event had been consummated at the beginning of the relevant period, (y) the expected leased-up impact of recently completed developments and (z) Ventas’s share of Annualized Adjusted NOI related to nonconsolidated real estate entities.

$314M 
Ann. Adj. 

NOI

Ardent Cash Flow Coverage

3.1x
3.0x 3.1x

3.3x
3.5x 3.6x

1Q20 2Q20 3Q20 4Q20 1Q21 2Q21
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Ventas Has a Leading National Medical Office (MOB) Platform

MOB Platform is Focused in Advantaged Locations with Strong 
Credit Tenants

71% 
On-Campus

97% 
Affiliated with 
Health System or 
Hospital 

Ventas Has Favorable Tenant Specialty Mix2

15%

85%

Primary Care Specialty

 Several benefits of high specialty care mix (85% of the 
portfolio):
o Generates higher revenue for hospitals through use of 

operating rooms, diagnostics and other high value services
o Typically requires high tenant improvement and tech 

investment, resulting in greater relocation cost & tenant 
“stickiness”

% of Physician Occupied MOB sq. ft.  

 ~90% occupied portfolio
 Weighted average lease term of ~5 years with embedded 

growth through escalators 
 Principally affiliated with strong health systems with high 

market share, favorable payor mix and operating margins
 On-campus assets provide health system multiple key benefits 
o Central, convenient practice locations to improve physician 

recruiting
o Higher reimbursement for hospital practices 
o Cost efficiencies and integrated services to drive higher acuity 

business

88%
Investment Grade

~18M sq. ft. of MOB space across 31 states, serving over 15,000 physicians and attracting more than 35M patient visits each year
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Ventas’s Leading National Medical Office (MOB) Portfolio

Hospital + Health 
System Affiliations

~160
Ann. Adj. NOI 

(23% VTR NOI)1

$374M
States

31
Outpatient Sq. Ft.

18M
MOBs

325

CT

GA

F
L

UT
ID

NC

WA

OR

MT

AZ

CO

NM

ND

SD

NE

KS

OK

TX

MN

IA

MO

WI

KY

MS

NY

PA

M
E

A
R

VT NH

NJ 

MA
RI

DE
MD

DCCA

NV

VA
WV

OHINIL

LA

AL

FL

ME

MI

TN
NC

SC

ID

WY

Reliable Cash Flows from High-Quality Outpatient Portfolio

1. Annualized Adjusted NOI is a means of presenting Ventas’ portfolio composition and is not used to monitor the performance of the business. It represents an annualized result of a period’s Reported Segment NOI excluding (i) Reported Segment NOI not attributable 
to owned real estate or loan investments, (ii) Reported Segment NOI related to the non-controlling interest of consolidated real estate entities and (iii) the annualizing impact of certain non-recurring or out-of-period items, and including (x) the effects of transactions and 
events that were completed during the period, as if the transaction or event had been consummated at the beginning of the relevant period, (y) the expected leased-up impact of recently completed developments and (z) Ventas’s share of Annualized Adjusted NOI 
related to nonconsolidated real estate entities.
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Ventas continues to enhance the quality of its 
portfolio through asset sales and to receive 
repayment of high return, well-structured loans. 
The Company expects a total of ~$1.0B of asset 
dispositions and loan repayments in 2021. Year to 
date through August 5, 2021, the Company has 
received nearly $450M of disposition proceeds, 
including these Recent Dispositions:

 Ardent’s redemption in July 2021 of Ventas’s 
investment in $200M of 9.75% Ardent 2026 
Senior Notes along with a $15M prepayment 
premium resulting in a 13% unlevered IRR

 Holiday’s full repayment in July of $66M of 
9.4% notes due 2025. Ventas originally 
received the notes along with $34M of cash as 
consideration for the conversion of 26 Holiday-
operated independent living communities from 
NNN to SHOP in 2Q20

 Two medical office buildings sold during the 
second quarter for total proceeds of ~$107M

Dispositions and Loan Repayments Update

2021 Disposition Guidance

~$450M

~$1B

YTD Dispositions Guidance

2021 Disposition Composition

Recent Dispositions
As of August 5, 2021

 Principally senior housing and MOBs

 Loan repayments

 Proceeds expected to be used for debt reduction 
and development



Balance Sheet & Liquidity
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2021 2022 2023

Senior Notes Called to be Redeemed

Senior Notes

Secured Debt, Secured Credit Facility & Other

Term Loans

Proactively Managing Our Current & Future State Capital Structure, 
Debt Duration & Liquidity

Capital Sources Reported Net Debt/ Adjusted EBITDA

Consolidated Debt Maturity Profile

$0.6B

Modest near-term maturities

$0.6B

 Following the announcement of our entry into an agreement to acquire 
New Senior, we efficiently raised $300M in equity at an average gross 
price of ~$58.60 per share under our ATM program

 Through August 5, 2021, have received nearly $450M of Recent 
Disposition proceeds, representing nearly half of the ~$1B in 
expected disposition proceeds for 2021

 Using proceeds from Recent Dispositions Ventas will further improve 
its near-term debt maturity profile in 3Q21 by fully repaying a total 
of $664M in senior notes1

 2Q21 Net Debt to EBITDA was better than expectations, improving 10 
bps sequentially to 7.0x with SHOP Same-Store Cash NOI contributing 
25 bps of improved leverage on an annualized basis

• After giving effect to the ATM equity issuance and Recent 
Dispositions which occurred subsequent to 2Q21, the Net Debt to 
Adjusted Pro Forma EBITDA ratio would be 6.8x

$0.8B $0.8B

7.1x

7.0x

Q1 Reported Q2 Reported

Includes 25 bps of sequential 
improvement in organic SHOP 

performance from $50M of SHOP 
same store cash NOI improvement, 

on an annualized basis

1. The Company has issued irrevocable notices of redemption for its 3.25% Senior Notes due 2022 and its 3.125% Senior Notes due 2023. The foregoing does not constitute a notice of redemption with respect to the notes.


